SAN FRANCISCO CLIMATE ZONE MAP

ZONE 1 COASTAL (FOG BELT)
COOL TEMPERATURE, DENSE SUMMER FOG, SALTY AIR, PREVAILING WESTERLY WINDS WEST OF THE MOUNTAIN SLOPES. MARINE INFLUENCE STRONGEST ALONG COASTLINE (ZONE 1A). DIMINISHES INLAND (ZONE 1B).

ZONE 2 TRANSITION
COOL TO MODERATE TEMPERATURES. LIGHT FOG TO CLEAR, SUNNY SKIES. WINDS DIMINISH EAST OF THE MOUNTAIN SLOPES.

ZONE 3 BAY (SUN BELT)
WARM TEMPERATURES, NOTABLE IN THE MISSION DISTRICT. DRY, CLEAR, SUNNY SKIES. LIGHT TO HIGH WINDS.

NOTES:
1. MICROCLIMATE CONDITIONS MAY VARY.
2. EAST TO WEST WINDY, NORTH TO SOUTH LESS WINDY.
3. PLANTS SUITED FOR CONDITIONS ZONE 1 AND 3, ARE ALSO SUITED FOR ZONE 2.
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